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Введение 
 
Данное практическое руководство предназначено для  обучения 
будущих специалистов в области туризма и сервиса 
профессионально-ориентированному общению и предполагает  
развитие навыков устного англоязычного общения в контексте  
будущей профессиональной деятельности обучаемых.  
Руководство состоит из десяти разделов, каждый из которых 
включает специализированный текст для чтения, словарь по 
тексту и  комплекс послетекстовых упражнений. 
Аутентичный текстовый материал адаптирован и направлен на   
усвоение студентами лексики по темам, связанным с 
профессиональной деятельностью обучаемых. 
Словарь содержит основные терминологические единицы,              
а также наиболее интересные и сложные выражения по заданной 
тематике.  
Комплекс послетекстовых упражнений предназначен для 
закрепления и активизации профессионально-ориентированной  
лексики.  
Коммуникативная направленность руководства способствует 
развитию и совершенствованию навыков практического 
использования английского языка в профессионально-
ориентированном аспекте.  
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Unit  1 
The Definition  of Tourism 
 
The word tourism did not appear in the English language until the 
early 19th century and in those days it was simply associated with the 
idea of a voyage or a trip. 
The terms tourism and tourist were first introduced in 1937 by the 
World Tourism Organization that defined tourism as travelling abroad 
for more than 24 hours and tourist as someone who travels at least          
50 miles (or 80 kilometers) away from his home for the purpose of 
entertainment and pleasure.   
The common use of the word tourism today is travelling for 
personal and business purposes. As in most cases the terms tourism 
and travel are used interchangeably the following criteria are 
generally used to characterize a trip as belonging to tourism and 
differentiate it from travel. In order for tourism to happen there must 
be: 1) a displacement outside the usual environment, 2) a purpose, and 
3) duration.  
In a broad sense tourism is defined as a service industry consisting 
of a great number of tangible and intangible components. The tangible 
elements include transport system (air, rail, road,water), hospitality 
services (accommodation, food, tours) and other services such as 
banking, insurance, safety and security. The intangible elements 
comprise rest and relaxation, culture, adventure, new and different 
experiences. 
Tourism is currently the world’s largest industry with annual 
revenues of almost 3 trillion dollars. Many countries depend heavily 
upon tourism as a source of taxation and income for those sectors of 
economy that sell services to tourists. Thus, it is generally accepted 
that tourism as a service industry has a great impact on the economy 
of any country, on its natural environment, on its local population and 
on tourists themselves. 
 
Vocabulary notes: 
to define     определять, давать определение 
purpose     цель  
entertainment    развлечение  
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pleasure     удовольствие, наслаждение 
recreation    отдых, восстановление сил 
interchangeably   взаимозаменяемо 
displacement    перемещение, передвижение 
duration     продолжительность 
service industry   сфера услуг 
tangible     материальный 
intangible     нематериальный 
hospitality services   услуги, связанные с размещением  
      туристов и организацией  
      их питания и досуга    
accommodation   размещение 
banking     банковские услуги 
insurance     страховка 
safety     безопасность 
security     защита, охрана 
relaxation     отдых 
revenue     доход      
taxation     налогообложение 
income     доход                                                 
currently     в настоящее время 
 
 
Exercises 
 
Ex. 1. Read and translate the following groups of words derived 
from a common root:  
1) tour – tourist – tourism; 
2) differ – different  – difference – differentiate – differentiation; 
3) please – pleased – pleasure – displeasure; 
4) change – changeable – changeably  –  interchangeably; 
5) recreate – recreation – recreational – recreative. 
 
Ex. 2. Match the synonyms: 
1) safety;     a) aim; 
2) revenue;     b) nowadays; 
3) characterize;    c) trip; 
4) consist;     d) movement; 
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5) rest;      e) agency; 
6) organization;    f) security; 
7) currently;     g) income;  
8) displacement;    h) relaxation; 
9) purpose;     i) include; 
10) voyage;     j) describe. 
 
Ex. 3. Match the antonyms: 
1) broad;     a) buy; 
2) largest;     b) same; 
3) sell;      c) narrow; 
4) pleasure;     d) rare; 
5) different;     e) disappear;     
6) tangible;     f) international; 
7) local;     g) compare; 
8) common;     h) smallest;  
9) differentiate;    i) intangible; 
10) appear;     j) displeasure. 
 
Ex. 4. Complete the following sentences according to the text:  
1) Until the early 19th century tourism was associated with … . 
2) The term tourism was first introduced in … . 
3) Tourism can be defined as … . 
4) A tourist is someone who … . 
5) The words tourism and travel are often … . 
6) Tourism can be characterized by means of … . 
7) Tourism is a service industry that … . 
8) The tangible elements of tourism consist of … . 
9) … are the intangible elements of tourism. 
10) Tourism is the world’s largest industry with … . 
 
Ex. 5. Find English equivalents to the words in brackets: 
1) The term tourism (появился) in the English language in the 
early 19th century.  
2) (Определения) of the terms tourism and tourist were introduced 
by the World Tourism Organization. 
3) Tourism generally (определяется) as travelling for personal and 
business purposes.  
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4) The term tourism and travel are often (взаимозаменяемы). 
5) Three factors are used (чтобы разграничить) the terms tourism 
and travel. 
6) In a broad sense tourism is understood as a (сфера услуг). 
7) Tourism as a service industry consists of (материальные) and 
(нематериальные) components. 
8) (Проживание) and (питание) are hospitality services. 
9) Tourism as the world’s largest industry has a great (воздействие) 
on the economy. 
10) Tourism is a source of (дохода) for most countries. 
 
Ex. 6. Answer the questions on the text: 
1) When did the term tourism appear in the English language? 
2) How did the World Tourism Organization define tourism? 
3) What definition was given to the word tourist? 
4) What is the common use of tourism today? 
5) Can tourism be defined as a service industry? 
6) What elements can tourism be divided into? 
7) What are the tangible elements of tourism? 
8) What do the intangible elements of tourism comprise? 
9) Why do many countries depend on tourism? 
10) How does tourism contribute to the economic development of  
a country? 
 
Ex. 7. State whether the following statements are True or False: 
1) The main purpose of tourism is recreation. 
2) Tourism can be defined as the act of travel for personal or 
business  purposes and the provision of services for this act. 
3) Tourism and travel are the same. 
4) Tourism is a service industry consisting of tangible and 
intangible elements. 
5) Tourism is the world’s smallest industry. 
6) Tourism is more cultural than economic activity. 
7) Tourism is a source of income for any country. 
8) The impact of tourism on the economy is insignificant. 
9) Tourism is generally characterized as a social, cultural and 
economic phenomenon. 
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Ex. 8. Divide the text into logical parts and give the summary  
of the text. 
Unit 2 
Types of Tourism 
 
Tourism can be categorized in terms of different factors: geography 
(internal, national and international); a form of ownership 
(government and private); industry (transport system, hospitality 
services or related  services); motive (profit or nonprofit). 
But the purpose of a tourism trip is generally considered the main 
factor of tourism typology. There are many reasons for people to 
travel. However, all of them fall under two main headings: travel for 
pleasure and travel for business.  
The more detailed classification of tourism according to the 
purpose of a tourism trip allows to distinguish a great number of 
various forms of tourism such as: cultural tourism  (visiting different 
and unique sights and experience their cultural heritages); educational 
tourism (travelling to an educational institution or some other 
destination in order to take personal-interest classes); ecotourism or 
sustainable tourism (which implies minimal impact on the 
environment and integrates tourism with ecology); extreme tourism or 
adventure tourism (travelling to rugged  regions and places such as 
mountains, jungles, deserts, caves or participating in dangerous events 
such as hiking and mountaineering); agritourism (farm based tourism 
helping to support the local agricultural economy). 
For the past few decades some special forms of tourism have 
become extremely popular and particularly: disaster tourism (visiting 
disaster scene not primarily for helping but because one finds it 
interesting to see); gambling tourism (tourism for the purpose of 
gambling at the casinos of the world); health tourism (escaping from 
the usual environment to relieve stress, often to «health spas»); hobby 
tourism (travelling alone or with groups to participate in hobby 
interests, to meet others with similar interests or to experience 
something pertinent to a hobby); sport tourism (spending time 
participating in some sport activities such as skiing, golf, diving or 
travel to watch a sport competition); medical tourism (travelling to get 
medical treatment or advanced care that is not available in the native 
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country). 
It should be mentioned that the list of different forms and types of 
tourism is not complete and is constantly enriching.  
Vocabulary notes: 
provision     обеспечение, предоставление 
ownership    вид собственности  
motive     повод, причина, мотив  
profit      коммерческий 
heritage     наследие 
destination    пункт назначения 
sustainable    экологически рациональный,         
impact     воздействие 
rugged     труднопроходимый 
disaster     катастрофа, стихийное бедствие 
gambling     азартные игры    
pertinent     имеющий отношение, уместный 
to relieve     освобождаться от чего-л.                                         
medical treatment   медицинская помощь 
advanced care                         надлежащий уход    
constantly    постоянно 
 
 
Exercises 
 
Ex. 1. Read and translate the following groups of words derived 
from a common root:  
1) busy – business – businessman; 
2) nation – national  – international; 
3) provide – provider – provision; 
4) compete – competition – competitive  –  competitor; 
5) integrate – integration – integrator – integrity. 
 
Ex. 2. Match the synonyms: 
1) internal;     a) influence; 
2) sights;     b) event; 
3) impact;     c) classify; 
4) pertinent;     d) local; 
5) competition;    e) same; 
6) participate in;    f) various; 
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7) categorize;    g) places of interest;  
8) similar;     h) very; 
9) extremely;     i) suitable; 
10) different;    j) take part in. 
Ex. 3. Match the antonyms: 
1) government;    a) internal; 
2) profit;     b) common; 
3) international;    c) private; 
4) various;     d) disintegrate; 
5) unique;     e) harmless;     
6) integrate;     f) unavailable; 
7) personal;     g) nonprofit; 
8) dangerous;    h) special;  
9) available;     i) same; 
10) usual;     j) social. 
 
Ex. 4. Complete the following sentences according to the text:  
1) Tourism can be categorized in terms of  … . 
2) The purpose of a tourism trip is considered … . 
3) According to the purpose of a tourism trip it is possible to 
distinguish … . 
4) Cultural tourism involves … . 
5) Tourism that implies no harmful impact on the environment is 
called … . 
6) Educational tourism is … . 
7) Travelling to rugged places or participating in dangerous events 
is known as … . 
8) The most popular special forms of tourism are … . 
9) Hobby tourism deals with … . 
10) Gambling tourism is tourism for the purpose of … . 
 
Ex. 5. Find English equivalents to the words in brackets: 
1) There are many  (причин) why people travel. 
2) Tourism (можно классифицировать) in terms of different 
factors. 
3) The main factor of tourism typology is the (цель) of a tourism trip. 
4) Cultural tourism involves visiting unique 
(достопримечательности). 
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5) Adventure tourism means travelling to (труднопроходимый) 
and (опасный) places. 
6) Ecotourism (объединять) tourism with ecology. 
7) The purpose of health tourism is  to (освободиться от) stress. 
8) Sport tourism implies participating in various (спортивные 
мероприятия) and (соревнования). 
9) (Азартные игры) is very popular nowadays. 
10) The list of different types of tourism is (не полный). 
 
Ex. 6. Answer the questions on the text: 
1) How can tourism be classified? 
2) What are the key principle of tourism typology? 
3) What are the most common forms of tourism? 
4) What does agritourism deal with? 
5) How can extreme tourism be defined? 
6) What does sustainable tourism mean? 
7) What other special forms of tourism can you name? 
8) What does disaster tourism involve? 
9) Do medical and health tourism mean the same? 
10) What forms of tourism can you choose for yourself? 
 
Ex. 7. State whether the following statements are True or False: 
1) Tourism can not be classified. 
2) The main factor of tourism typology is a form of ownership. 
3) International tourism is one of the forms of tourism. 
4) Cultural tourism involves visiting rugged regions and dangerous 
places such as mountains and caves. 
5) Extreme tourism is also called sustainable tourism. 
6) Disaster tourism implies travelling to a disaster scene primarily 
for helping. 
7) Travelling alone or with groups to participate in hobby interests 
and to meet others with similar interests is known as sport tourism. 
8) Ecotourism helps to support the local agricultural economy. 
9) Medical and health tourism mean the same. 
10) The classification of tourism is complete. 
 
Ex. 8. Divide the text into logical parts and give the summary  
of the text. 
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Unit 3 
Promoters of Tourism 
 
Travel agents promote and sell holidays and travel related products. 
Travel agencies range from small independent businesses to large 
chains. Some specialize in business travel while others have detailed 
knowledge of specific places or travel products. 
Responsibilities for agents vary depending on the size of the 
organization and the customer base. But they will usually include 
sales development, staff and financial management, and daily 
operational management. 
Travel agents must be able to offer specialist, professional and 
competitive travel products to meet the demands of the travel market. 
It includes online bookings and tailor-made trips. A travel agent is 
more than a ticket seller. Agents serve their clients in the following 
ways: 
1) arranging transportation by air, sea, rail, bus, car rental, etc.; 
2) preparing individual itineraries, personally escorted tours, groups, 
and prepared package tours; 
3) arranging for hotel, motel, and resort accommodations; meals; 
sightseeing tours; transfers of passengers and luggage between 
terminals and hotels; and special features such as tickets for music 
festivals, the theatre, etc.; 
4) advising on many details involved with travel, such as insurance, 
travelers checks, foreign currency exchange, documentary 
requirements and other inoculations; 
5) using professional know-how and experience (schedules of air, 
train, and bus connections, rates of hotels, quality of accommodations, 
etc.); 
6) arranging reservations for special-interest activities, such as 
group tours, conventions, business travel, gourmet tours, sporting 
trips, etc. 
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Thus, a travel agent is a middle-person who acts as a travel 
counselor and sells on behalf of airlines, cruise lines, rail and bus 
transportation, hotels and car rental companies. Agents act as brokers, 
bringing together the client (buyer) and the supplier (seller). An agent 
has a quick access to schedules, fares, and advice for clients about 
various destinations.   
Vocabulary notes: 
business travel деловая поездка 
to vary варьироваться, изменяться 
customer клиент  
sales development развитие продаж 
to meet the demands  удовлетворять потребности 
tailor-made trip индивидуально разработанная 
поездка 
itinerary маршрут 
package tour тур, включающий в себя                                                  
транспорт, услуги, развлечения,                                
полностью организуемые                            
туристической фирмой  
insurance страховка 
middle-person посредник 
сounselor  консультант 
on behalf of от имени (кого-либо) 
 
 
Exercises 
 
Ex. 1. Match the antonyms: 
1) to work;    a) large; 
2) to sell;    b) supplier; 
3) small ;    c) amateur; 
4) to offer;    d) to rest; 
5) to include;    e) to buy; 
6) group tour;   f) to refuse; 
7) client ;    g) resembling; 
8) quick;    h) individual tour; 
9) various;    i) slow; 
10) professional;   j) to exclude. 
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Ex. 2. Match the synonyms: 
1) travel;    a) customer; 
2) agency;    b) timetable; 
3) knowledge;   c) baggage; 
4) organization;   d) booking; 
5) various;    e) interest; 
6) demand;    f) company; 
7) client ;    g) trip; 
8) luggage;    h) information; 
9) reservation ;   i) different; 
10) schedule;    j) enterprise. 
 
Ex. 3. Complete the following statements: 
1) A travel agent is a middle-person … . 
2) Travel agents must be able to … . 
3) Travel agents promote  … . 
4) Agents act as brokers … . 
5) Travel agencies range … . 
6) Responsibilities for agents vary … . 
7) An agent has a quick access to … . 
8) Agents arrange for hotel, motel and  … . 
9) A travel agent uses professional … . 
10) Responsibilities of travel will usually include … . 
 
Ex. 4. Find English equivalents to the words in brackets: 
1) Responsibilities for agents (варьируются) depending on the size 
of the organization and (базы клиентов). 
2) An agent has (быстрый доступ к расписаниям), fares, and 
advice for clients about various destinations.   
3) A travel agent prepares (индивидуальные маршруты) and 
personally escorted tours, groups, and prepared package tours. 
4) A travel agent is (посредник) who acts as (туристический 
консультант). 
5) (Туристические агенты) promote and sell (продукты, 
связанные с отпуском и путешествиями). 
6) Travel agents advise on (страховке, дорожным чекам, обмену 
иностранной валюты) and other inoculations. 
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7) Agents act as brokers, bringing together (клиента (покупателя)) 
and (поставщика (продавца)). 
8) Travel agents must be able to (предложить) specialist, 
professional and (конкурентоспособные туристические продукты). 
9) Agents sell (от имени авиакомпаний), cruise lines, rail and bus 
transportation, hotels and (компаний по прокату автомобилей). 
10) Some travel agencies specialize in (деловых поездках). 
Ex. 5. State whether the following statements are True or False: 
1) Travel agencies specialize only in business travel. 
2) Responsibilities for agents vary irrespective of the size of the 
organization and the customer base. 
3) A travel agent acts as a ticket seller. 
4) An agent has a quick access to schedules and fares. 
5) A travel agent doesn’t arrange transportation by air, sea, rail, bus 
and car rental. 
6) Agents bring together the client (buyer) and the supplier (seller). 
7) Travel agents give information about holidays and travel related 
products. 
8) Travel agents prepare only group tours and they don’t make 
tailor-made trips. 
9) Agents don’t arrange reservations for special-interest activities. 
10) Travel agents arrange transfers of passengers and luggage 
between terminals and hotels. 
 
Ex. 6. Answer the questions on the text: 
1) What do travel agents promote and sell? 
2) What are the responsibilities for agents? 
3) What products should travel agents offer? 
4) Can travel agents make online booking? 
5) In what ways do agents serve their clients? 
6) Do travel agents arrange motel and hotel accommodation? 
7) Do agents advise on details involved with travel? What are these 
details? 
8) Can a travel agent sell in behalf of airlines, cruise lines or car 
rental companies? 
9) Do the agents bring together the clients and the suppliers? 
10) Does the agent have an access to schedules and fares? 
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Ex. 7. Divide the text into logical parts and give the summary  
of the text. 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit 4 
Business Tourism 
 
There are many reasons why people travel, however they fall under 
two main concepts: «travel for pleasure» and «travel for business». 
Business tourism or business travel is a more limited and focused 
subset of regular tourism. During business tourism, people are still 
working and being paid, but they are doing so away from both their 
workplace and home. Primary business tourism activities include 
meetings, and attending conferences and exhibitions. Business 
travelers are those who travel for business purposes such as meetings; 
all kinds of sales; conventions; trade shows and expositions; and 
combinations of more than one. 
Historically, business tourism, in the form of travelling to, spending 
money and staying abroad for some time, has a history as long as that 
of international trade. In late 20th century, business tourism is seen as 
a major industry. 
Compared to regular tourism, business travel involves a smaller 
section of the population, with different motivations, and additional 
freedom-of-choice limiting constrains imposed through the business 
aspects.  Destinations of business tourism are much more likely to be 
areas significantly developed for business purposes (cities, industrial 
regions, etc.). An average business tourist is more wealthy than an 
average leisure tourist, and is expected to spend more money.  
Business tourism can be divided into primary and secondary 
activities. Primary ones are business (work) related, and included 
activities such as consultations, inspections, and attending meetings. 
Secondary ones are related to tourism (leisure) and include activities 
such as dining out, recreation, shopping, sightseeing, meeting others 
for leisure activities, and so on. While the primary ones are seen as 
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more important, the secondary ones are nonetheless often described as 
«substantial». 
Business tourism can involve individual and small group travel. 
Business tourism can be divided into traditional business travelling, or 
meetings; incentive trips aimed at motivating employees; and 
conference and exhibition travelling intended for attending large scale 
meetings. 
 
Vocabulary notes: 
business tourism деловой туризм 
subset подкласс 
to attend exhibitions принимать участие в выставках 
business purpose бизнес-цель 
convention съезд 
international trade международная торговля 
major industry основная отрасль промышленности 
constrain ограничение 
business-related связанный с бизнесом 
recreation отдых 
sightseeing осмотр достопримечательностей 
wealthy богатый, состоятельный 
substantial значительный, важный 
trade fair торговая ярмарка 
incentive trip мотивирующая поездка 
 
 
Exercises 
 
Ex. 1. Match the synonyms: 
1) purpose;     a) rest; 
2) sale;      b) conference; 
3) to involve;     c) to define; 
4) additional;     d) aim; 
5) wealthy;     e) substantial; 
6) recreation;     f) to include; 
7) important;     g) trade; 
8) to describe;    h) supplementary; 
9) century;     i) rich; 
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10) convention;    j) hundred. 
 
Ex. 2. Match the antonyms: 
1) many;     a) necessary; 
2) pleasure;     b) poor; 
3) regular;     c) group; 
4) spend;     d) few; 
5) small;     e) save; 
6) limited;     f) big; 
7) city;      g) business; 
8) wealthy;     h) country; 
9) individual;     i) occasional; 
10) additional;    j) unlimited. 
 
Ex. 3. Complete the following statements: 
1) There are many reasons why … . 
2) During business tourism, people … . 
3) Business travelers are those … . 
4) In late 20th century, business … . 
5) Compared to regular tourism, business … . 
6) Destinations of business tourism are .. . 
7) Business tourism can be … . 
8) Primary ones are … . 
9) Secondary ones are … . 
10) Business tourism can be divided into … . 
 
Ex. 4. Complete the sentences using proper words and phrases. 
Use the words given below: 
1) Business tourism or business travel is a more limited and focused 
… of regular tourism. 
2) Business travelers are those who travel for … . 
3) In late 20th century, business tourism is seen as a … . 
4) An average business tourist is more … than an average leisure 
tourist. 
5) Business tourism can be divided into … activities. 
6) Secondary include activities such as dining out, …, shopping, …, 
meeting others for leisure activities, and so on. 
7) Business tourism can be divided into traditional business 
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travelling, … and conference and exhibition travelling.   
8) Business tourism has a history as long as that of … . 
9) … of business tourism are much more likely to be areas 
significantly developed for business purposes (cities, industrial 
regions, etc.). 
10) During business tourism, people are still working and being 
paid, but they are doing so away from both their … . 
 
A list of words and phrases: sightseeing; international trade; subset; 
recreation; workplace and home; business purposes; inceptive trip; 
destinations; wealthy; primary and secondary; major industry. 
 
Ex. 5. State whether the following statements are True or False: 
1) There are many reasons why people travel. 
2) Business tourism or business travel is a wide subset of regular 
tourism. 
3) Business travelers are those who travel for pleasure purposes. 
4) Business tourism has a history as long as that of international 
relations. 
5) Compared to regular tourism, business travel involves a larger 
section of the population. 
6) An average business tourist is poorer than an average leisure 
tourist. 
7) Business tourism can be divided into primary and secondary 
activities. 
8) While the primary activities are seen as less important, the 
secondary ones are nonetheless often described as «additional». 
9) Business tourism can be divided into traditional pleasure 
travelling, inceptive trips and sightseeing travelling.  
10)  Leasure purposes are meetings; all kinds of sales; conventions; 
trade shows and exhibitions; and combinations of more than one. 
 
Ex. 6. Answer the questions on the text: 
1) What subset of tourism is business travel?  
2) Are people still working and being paid during business travel? 
3) Who are business travelers? 
4) What are business purposes? 
5) Does business tourism have a long history? 
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6) What section of population does business travel include? 
7) What activities can business tourism divided into? 
8) What do primary activities include? 
9) What are secondary activities? 
10) How can we divide business tourism? 
 
Ex. 7. Divide the text into logical parts and give the summary  
of the text. 
Unit 5  
Leisure Tourism 
 
Travelling has become the most popular leisure activity in the 
world. Every year the number of tourists and tourism spends are rising 
steadily. There are many reasons why people travel, however they fall 
under two main concepts: «travel for pleasure» and «travel for 
business». Research indicates that when consumers are asked what 
they associate most with success and accomplishment, the number one 
response is «travel for pleasure». 
The history of leisure travel has its beginning in the United 
Kingdom during the Industrial Revolution. Leisure time and leisure 
activities were popular among the new middle class comprising of the 
higher echelons of industrial population – traders, factory owners, 
machinery owners and such like. It became fashionable to travel to 
tropics with milder weather in winter and summer. As more and more 
people came into the classification of middle class and travel, tourism 
industry became increasingly affordable, leisure travel increased in the 
second half of last century. 
The reasons why people travel for pleasure are various. For 
example, exposure to new cultures, languages and people help in 
expanding our mindset. Different lifestyle, distinct behavior or unique 
approach to life of the people you meet during your travel can help 
you develop a better attitude towards life. Learning a new language, 
understanding a new culture and enjoying nature different from your 
hometown leave lasting impressions in travelers.  
New places bring new sights and new food. Visiting strange places 
and meeting new people is an exciting experience. Every piece of land 
around the world abounds with picturesque landscapes and historical 
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monuments, attracting tourists. Whether a gourmet or not, most of us 
love food and everyone has a chance to taste various cuisines.  
Most people go for leisure travel far from their countries of residence 
with an aim to be off from their daily hustles. Leisure travel can be long 
or short term depending on one's financial budgets. It is usually a 
moment to connect with nature, have fun and visit historical sites. 
Among the reasons why people travel for pleasure are the following: 
visiting friends and relatives; health; enlightenment or education; beauty, 
nature and national parks; religion; indulgence; sports festivals; 
shopping; fun of the trip; gaming; adventure; heritage; ecotourism; 
attractions.   
 
Vocabulary notes: 
leisure activity досуг 
accomplishment достижение 
the Industrial Revolution Промышленная Революция 
middle class средний класс 
to expand mindset расширять кругозор 
lasting impression продолжительное впечатление 
a strange place незнакомое место 
to abound изобиловать, быть в изобилии 
daily hustle ежедневная суета 
country of residence страна проживания 
historical site историческое место 
enlightment просвещение 
indulgence потакание своим желаниям 
exposure знакомство 
 
 
Exercises 
 
Ex. 1. Match the synonyms: 
1) reason;     a) colourful; 
2) success;     b) to extend; 
3) pleasure;     c) enlightenment;  
4) fashionable;    d) foreign; 
5) business;     e) sense; 
6) to expand;     f) joy; 
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7) behavior;     g) work; 
8) strange;     h) accomplishment; 
9) picturesque;    i) conduct; 
10) education ;    j) trendy. 
 
Ex. 2. Match the antonyms: 
1) main;     a) to separate; 
2) new;      b) temporary; 
3) milder;     c) ugliness; 
4) to increase;    d) to decrease;  
5) better;     e) old; 
6) lasting;     f) more severe; 
7) far;      g) short; 
8) long;      h) worse; 
9) to connect;    i) minor; 
10) beauty;     j) near. 
 
Ex. 3. Complete the following statements: 
1) Every year the number of … . 
2) The reasons why people travel fall … . 
3) The history of leisure travel has … . 
4) It became fashionable to travel … . 
5) Different lifestyle, distinct behavior … . 
6) Learning a new language, understanding … . 
7) New places bring … . 
8) Every piece of land around … . 
9) Most people go for … . 
10) Research indicates that … . 
 
Ex. 4. Find English equivalents to the words in brackets: 
1) Travelling has become the most popular (досуг) in the world. 
2) The history of leisure travel has its beginning in (Соединенное 
Королевство) during (Промышленная Революция). 
3) As more and more people came into the classification of (средний 
класс) and travel, tourism industry became increasingly affordable. 
4) (Знакомство) to new cultures, languages and people help in 
(расширять кругозор). 
5) Learning a new language, understanding a new culture and 
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enjoying nature different from your hometown leave (продолжительные 
впечатления) in travelers. 
6) (Посещение незнакомых мест) and meeting new people is an 
exciting experience. 
7) Most people go for leisure travel far from their (страна 
проживания) with an aim to be off from their (ежедневная суета). 
8) Leisure travel can be (долгосрочный или краткосрочный) 
depending on one's financial budgets. 
9) There are many reasons why people travel, however they fall 
under two main concepts: «(путешествие ради удовольствия)» and 
«(путешествие по делам)». 
10) Every year the number of tourists and (туристические 
расходы) are rising steadily. 
 
Ex. 5. State whether the following statements are True or False: 
1) Travelling has become the most unpopular leisure activity in the 
world. 
2) There are few reasons why people travel. 
3) The history of leisure travel has its beginning in the United 
States of America during the Industrial Revolution. 
4) Leisure time and leisure activities were popular among the new 
middle class comprising of the higher echelons of industrial 
population. 
5) Leisure travel increased in the first half of last century. 
6) Different lifestyle and unique approach to life of the people you 
meet during your travel can help you develop a worse attitude towards 
life. 
7) Learning a new language and understanding a new culture leave 
temporary impressions in travelers.  
8) Visiting strange places and meeting new people is a boring 
experience. 
9) Leisure travel can be long or short term depending on one's 
financial budgets. 
10) The reasons why people travel for pleasure are very similar. 
 
Ex. 6. Answer the questions on the text: 
1) Has travelling become the most popular leisure activity in the 
world? 
2) What are two concepts of why people travel? 
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3) Where does leasure travel have its beginning? 
4) What are the reasons why people travel? 
5) What helps in expanding mindset? 
6) What can help you to develop a better attitude towards life? 
7) What do new places bring? 
8) What is an exciting experience? 
9) Do you have a chance to taste various cuisines when you travel 
for leisure? 
10) What is the aim of people travelling for leisure? 
 
Ex. 7. Divide the text into logical parts and give the summary       
of the text. 
Unit 6 
Educational Tourism 
 
Educational tourism developed because of the growing popularity 
of teaching and learning of knowledge, and enhancing technical 
competency outside the classroom environment. In the educational 
tourism, the main focus of the tour or leisure activity includes 
visitation of another country to learn about the culture of the visited 
country (Student Exchange Program and Study Tour) or to work and 
use their learning inside the classroom in different environment 
(International Practicum Training Program). 
Educational tourism is tourist activity undertaken by those who are 
undertaking an overnight vacation and those who are undertaking an 
excursion for whom education and learning is a primary part of their 
trip. It can include general educational tourism and adult study tours, 
international and domestic university and school students’ travel, 
including language schools, school excursions and exchange programs. 
Educational tourism can be independently or formally organized and can 
be undertaken in a variety of natural or human-made settings. 
Educational tourism experiences can be differentiated on the basis 
of length of stay, the primary travel motivation and the tourist’s 
learning intention. For example, an educational tourist experience 
could consist of a half-day visit to a museum or ecotourism site, or a 
three-year degree undertaken partly or wholly in a foreign country.  
Thus, tourism aimed at getting concrete knowledge through 
designed programs may be called educational tourism. It represents a 
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highly important aspect of tourism.  
 
Vocabulary notes: 
educational tourism образовательный туризм 
to enhance technical  
competency 
повышать техническую 
компетентность  
visitation официальное посещение 
Student Exchange  
Program 
программа по обмену 
студентами 
Study Tour учебная поездка 
International Practicum  
Training Program 
международная учебная 
программа-практикум 
tourist activity туристическая деятельность 
to undertake предпринимать, совершать 
overnight  остановка на одну ночь 
experience опыт 
ecotourism site место экологического туризма 
to differentiate различать 
a designed program разработанная программа 
 
 
Exercises 
 
Ex. 1. Match the synonyms: 
1) main;     a) to go in for; 
2) country;     b) journey; 
3) different;     c) overseas; 
4) to undertake;    d) state; 
5) primary;     e) to include; 
6) trip;      f) place; 
7) foreign;     g) basic; 
8) to consist;     h) major; 
9) site;      i) learning; 
10) knowledge;    j) various. 
 
Ex. 2. Match the antonyms: 
1) outside;     a) common; 
2) main;     b) wholly; 
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3) to work;     c) human-made; 
4) secondary;     d) insignificant; 
5) international;    e) informally; 
6) natural;     f) to lower; 
7) partly;     g) primary; 
8) important;     h) inside; 
9) formally;     i) to rest; 
10) to enhance;    j) domestic. 
 
Ex. 3. Complete the following statements: 
1) Educational tourism developed … . 
2) In the educational tourism, the main focus of … . 
3) Educational tourism is tourist activity … . 
4) Educational tourism represents … . 
5) Education tourism can include … . 
6) Educational tourism experiences … . 
7) Tourism aimed at getting … . 
8) An educational tourist experience could … . 
9) Educational tourism can … . 
10) It can be undertaken in … . 
 
Ex. 4. Find English equivalents to the words in brackets: 
1) (Образовательный туризм) developed because of the growing 
popularity of teaching and learning of knowledge. 
2) The (основной) focus of the tour or leisure activity includes 
(официальное посещение) of another country to (узнать) about the 
culture of the visited country. 
3) Educational tourism (представляет собой) a highly important 
aspect of tourism.  
4) Educational tourism is (туристическая деятельность) undertaken 
by those who are (предпринимают) an overnight vacation and those 
who are undertaking an excursion. 
5) Tourism (направленный на) getting concrete knowledge through 
(разработанные программы) may be called educational tourism. 
6) It can include (общеобразовательный туризм) and (учебные 
поездки взрослых), international and domestic university and school 
students’ travel. 
7) Educational tourism can be (самостоятельно или официально) 
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organized. 
8) (Образовательный опыт туриста) could consist of a half-day 
visit to a museum or (места экологического туризма).  
9) Educational tourism can be undertaken in a variety of 
(естественной или созданной человеком обстановке). 
10) An educational tourist experience could be undertaken partly or 
wholly (в зарубежной стране).  
 
Ex. 5. State whether the following statements are True or False: 
1) Educational tourism developed because of the increasing popularity 
of teaching and learning of knowledge. 
2) Educational tourism doesn’t include Student Exchange Programs 
and Study Tours. 
3) The main focus of travel in educational tourism is the visitation 
of another country. 
4) Educational tourism can’t be independently and formally 
organized. 
5) It represents an unimportant aspect of tourism. 
6) Educational tourists are those for whom education and learning 
is a secondary part of their trip. 
7) Educational tourism can be undertaken in a variety of natural and 
human-made settings. 
8) Educational tourists try to work and use their learning outside the 
classroom in the similar environment. 
9) Educational tourism is tourism aimed at getting general 
knowledge through designed programs. 
10) Educational tourism experiences can be differentiated on the 
basis of the tourist’s learning intention only. 
 
Ex. 6. Answer the questions on the text: 
1) What is educational tourism? 
2) Why did educational tourism develop? 
3) What is the main focus of educational tour? 
4) Who are educational tourists? 
5) What programs can educational tourism include? 
6) Can educational tourism be organized independently or formally? 
7) Where can educational tourism be undertaken? 
8) How can we differentiate educational tourism experiences? 
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9) What can an educational tourist experience consist of? 
10) Does the educational tourist represent an unimportant aspect         
of tourism? 
 
Ex. 7. Divide the text into logical parts and give the summary  
of the text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit 7 
Ecotourism 
 
A great number of tourists are worried about the impact of tourism 
on the environment.  Today’s tourists are looking for ways of 
continuing to have holidays, but minimizing the negative effects of 
them.  Tour operators must respond to this demand and suggest such 
form of tourism as ecological tourism. 
Ecotourism is responsible travel to natural areas that saves the 
environment and improves the well-being of local people. Ecotourism 
(also known as ecological tourism) is a form of tourism that appeals to 
ecologically and socially conscious individuals. Generally speaking, 
ecotourism focuses on volunteering, personal growth and learning 
new ways to live on the planet. It typically involves travel to places 
where flora, fauna and cultural heritage are the primary attractions. 
Many locations have bеcоmе popular because of the growing 
worldwide interest in ecology. Ecotourism integrates tourism with 
ecology, offering wide varieties of landscapes and activities, including 
unspoiled bеасhes and coral reefs with productive marine systems, for 
scuba-diving enthusiasts; vast limestone caverns in highlands with 
trekking, mountain biking, sailing, rafting and other travel 
opportunities and miles and miles of empty beaches. 
Responsible ecotourism includes programs that minimize the 
negative aspects of conventional tourism on the environment and 
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enhance the cultural integrity of local people. Therefore, in addition to 
evaluating environmental and cultural factors, an integral part of 
ecotourism is the promotion of recycling, energy efficiency, water 
conservation and creation of economic opportunities for the local 
communities. Number of fans of ecotourism grows everywhere every 
year. This kind of tourism return people, tired of cities, forces and 
energy during contact with the nature and observation of it. The list of 
the UNESCO world heritage includes 4 Belarusian natural objects: the 
Belovezhskaya Puscha, the Mir Castle Complex, the Architectural, 
Residential and Cultural Complex of the Radziwills in Nesvizh and 
the Struve Geodetic Arc. 
 
Vocabulary notes: 
impact влияние 
to look for искать 
to save сохранять  
environment окружающая среда 
to appeal to smth / smb обращаться к чему-л., кому-л. 
conscious сознательный 
cultural heritage культурное наследие 
worldwide всемирный 
marine system морская система 
trekking поход 
conventional tourism традиционный туризм 
to enhance integrity повышать целостность 
recycling утилизация 
the Struve Geodetic Arc Дуга Струве 
 
 
Exercises 
 
Ex. 1. Match the synonyms: 
1) worried;    a) to increase; 
2) impact;    b) sea; 
3) to look for;   c) forest; 
4) to live;    d) town; 
5) flora;     e) concerned; 
6) fauna;    f) worried; 
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7) marine;    g) influence; 
8) city;     h) vegetable life; 
9) to enhance;   i) to search; 
10) puscha;    j) animal kingdom. 
 
Ex. 2. Match the antonyms: 
1) natural;    a) small; 
2) to improve;   b) positive; 
3) popular;    c) artificial; 
4) wide;    d) rested; 
5) vast;     e) irresponsible; 
6) highland;    f) to worsen; 
7) empty;    g) unknown; 
8) responsible;   h) lowland; 
9) tired;     i) narrow; 
10) negative;    j) full. 
 
Ex. 3. Complete the following statements: 
1) A great number of tourists are … . 
2) Ecotourism is a form of tourism that … . 
3) Many locations have become … . 
4) Responsible ecotourism includes programs … . 
5) Today’s tourists are looking … . 
6) Ecotourism is responsible travel … . 
7) Ecotourism integrates tourism with … . 
8) An integral part of ecotourism is … . 
9) Ecological tourism return … . 
10) Ecotourism typically involves … . 
 
Ex. 4. Complete the sentences using proper words and phrases. 
Use the words given below: 
1) A lot of tourists are … about the impact of tourism on the 
environment. 
2) Ecotourism is a form of tourism that appeals to ecologically and 
socially … individuals. 
3) Ecotourism focuses on volunteering, … and learning new ways 
to live on the planet. 
4) Ecotourism … tourism with ecology and offers wide varieties of 
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… . 
5) Responsible ecotourism includes programs that minimize the 
negative aspects of … on the environment. 
6) The list of … includes 4 Belarusian natural objects. 
7) Many locations have become popular of … in ecology. 
8) Ecotourism is responsible travel to natural areas that … . 
9) Today’s tourists are … ways of minimizing the negative effects 
of their holidays. 
10) An integral part of ecotourism is … , energy efficiency and 
water conservation. 
 
A list of words and phrases: the UNESCO world heritage, personal 
growth, conventional tourism, the promotion of recycling, the growing 
worldwide interest, worried about, landscapes and activities, saves the 
environment, conscious, looking for, integrates. 
Ex. 5. State whether the following statements are True or False: 
1) A small number of tourists are worried about the impact of 
tourism on the environment. 
2) Ecotourism is a form of tourism that appeals to individuals not 
worrying about the environment. 
3) Many locations have become unpopular because of the growing 
worldwide interest in ecology. 
4) Responsible ecotourism includes programs that increase the 
negative aspects of conventional tourism on the environment. 
5) The list of the UNESCO world heritage includes 3 Belarusian 
natural objectsю 
6) Ecotourism focuses on volunteering, personal growth and 
learning new ways to live on the planet. 
7) Responsible ecotourism minimizes the cultural integrity of local 
people. 
8) Ecological tourism return people, tired of cities, to the nature. 
9) Number of fans of ecotourism grows everywhere every year. 
10) An integral part of ecotourism is the promotion of recycling, 
 
Ex. 6. Answer the questions on the text: 
1) Are many tourists worried about the impact of tourism on the 
environment? 
2) What are today’s tourists looking for? 
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3) What is the meaning of ecological tourism? 
4) What does ecotourism focus on? 
5) What travel does ecotourism involve? 
6) What does ecotourism integrate? 
7) Does ecological tourism return people to nature? 
8) Can you name Belarusian natural objects included in the list        
of the UNESCO world heritage? 
9) What programs does responsible ecotourism include? 
10) What activities are considered ecological? 
 
Ex. 7. Divide the text into logical parts and give the summary  
of the text. 
 
 
 
Unit  8  
Extreme Tourism 
 
Extreme tourism or adventure tourism is a type of tourism 
involving travelling to remote, inaccessible and possibly hostile 
locations such as mountains, jungles, deserts, caves where a traveler 
can expect the unexpected or participating in dangerous events. It may  
include the performance of acts that require significant effort and may 
also involve some degree of risk.  
Extreme tourism is rapidly growing in popularity nowadays as 
tourists seek unusual holidays, different from typical beach vacations. 
Besides, while traditional tourism requires significant investments in 
hotels, roads, etc., extreme tourism needs much less to start a business.  
Extreme tourism often overlaps with extreme sports. The two share 
the main attraction, «adrenaline rush» caused by an element of risk, 
and differ mostly in the degree of engagement and professionalism.  
Extreme sports are nontraditional sports characterized by high speed 
and high risk. Such sports as mountain-bike racing, snowboarding and 
skateboarding are Olympic sports already. Less organized extreme 
activities include  skydiving (jumping with a parachute out of an 
airplane for recreation or in competitions), base jumping (jumping with 
a parachute from high places such as buildings or mountains), bungee-
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jumping (jumping from a great height attached to a long piece of 
elastic), ski boarding  (descending a hill on ski boards), ice-climbing 
(climbing glaciers with the help of an ice axe and a great deal of special 
equipment), glacier skiing, ice diving and many others.  
Why is extreme tourism so popular? It gives adventure and 
extraordinary emotions and helps to escape from a monotonous 
everyday life and problems. 
 
Vocabulary notes: 
hostile     враждебный 
significant    важный, значительный  
inaccessible    недоступный  
to seek     искать 
rapidly     быстро, стремительно   
to overlap     частично совпадать, перекрывать 
attraction     привлекательность, прелесть 
engagement    заинтересованность 
skydiving     прыжки с парашютом 
base jumping    прыжки с парашютом 
                       с неподвижного объекта  
bungee-jumping   прыжки «банджи»  
      (с помощью эластичного тросса)  
to descend    спускаться, сходить  
to climb     подниматься, взбираться 
glacier     ледник      
ice axe     ледоруб      
equipment     снаряжение, оборудование 
glacier skiing    катание на лыжах на ледниках 
  
     
Exercises 
 
Ex. 1. Read and translate the following groups of words derived 
from a common root:  
1) perform – performer – performance; 
2) locate – location  – locative – locator; 
3) possibility – possible – possibly – impossible; 
4) access – accessibility – accessible  –  inaccessible; 
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5) participate – participant –  participation. 
 
Ex. 2. Match the synonyms: 
1) problem;     a) holiday; 
2) mountain;     b) available; 
3) vacation;     c) describe; 
4) typical;     d) trouble; 
5) nowadays;     e) principal; 
6) accessible;     f) common; 
7) main;     g) hill;  
8) characterize;    h) look for; 
9) travel;     i) currently; 
10) seek;     j) trip. 
 
Ex. 3. Match the antonyms: 
1) monotonous;    a) slow; 
2) escape;     b) extraordinary; 
3) climb;     c) unusual;  
4) rapidly;     d) unimportant; 
5) traditional;    e) varied;     
6) usual;     f) descend; 
7) dangerous;    g) capture; 
8)  remote;     h) exclude;  
9) significant;    i) near; 
10) involve;     j) safe. 
 
Ex. 4. Complete the following sentences according to the text: 
1) Adventure tourism involves travelling to… . 
2) Extreme tourism implies participating in… . 
3) Tourists choose extreme tourism because they seek … . 
4) Traditional tourism requires … . 
5) Extreme tourism overlaps with … . 
6) Extreme sports and extreme tourism differ in … . 
7) Extreme sports are characterized by … . 
8) Extreme activities include … . 
9) Adventure tourism helps people to … . 
10) Extreme tourism gives … . 
 
Ex. 5. Find English equivalents to the words in brackets: 
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1) Extreme tourism involves travelling to (отдаленный) and 
(недоступный) areas.  
2) Extreme tourism also includes (участие) in dangerous activities. 
3) The popularity of adventure tourism is (стремительно) growing.  
4) The admirers of extreme tourism (ищут) adventure and 
extraordinary emotions. 
5) Extreme tourism (частично совпадает) with extreme sports. 
6) The main (привлекательность) of  extreme activities is an 
element of risk. 
7) Extreme sports differ from extreme tourism mostly in the degree 
of  (заинтересованность) and (профессионализм). 
8) (Альпинизм), (прыжки с парашютом) and (катание на лыжах 
на ледниках) are popular extreme activities. 
9) (Парашютный спорт) and (прыжки «банджи») are not 
Olympic sports. 
10) Extreme tourism requires (значительный) efforts and 
expensive (снаряжение). 
Ex. 6. Answer the questions on the text: 
1) What is adventure tourism? 
2) Why is  the popularity of adventure  tourism rapidly growing? 
3) What does extreme tourism include? 
4) Does extreme tourism require significant investments? 
5) What do extreme tourism and extreme sports have in common? 
6) What is the main difference between extreme tourism and 
extreme sports? 
7) How can extreme sports be defined? 
8) What extreme activities are mentioned in the text? 
9) What other extreme activities do you know? 
10) Why do people like extreme activities? 
 
Ex. 7. State whether the following statements are True or False: 
1) Adventure tourism and pleasure tourism are the same. 
2) Extreme sports are generally associated with extreme tourism. 
3) Extreme tourism implies only  participating in dangerous events. 
4) Adventure tourism excludes any degree of risk. 
5) Extreme tourism is rapidly losing its popularity. 
6) Extreme tourism is rather an expensive business. 
7) Adventure tourism is for those who seek solitude and rest.  
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8) Most extreme activities are already Olympic sports. 
9) Adventure tourism makes our life monotonous and boring. 
10) Adventure tourism helps tourists to expect the unexpected. 
 
Ex. 8. Divide the text into logical parts and give the summary  
of the text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit 9 
Resort Vacation (Part 1) 
 
Resort vacation developed with the advent of railways. City dwellers 
and others wanted to spend their vacations in locations they found 
attractive. Travelling to these often more exotic locations became a part 
of the pleasure experience. In the late 1800s, luxury resort hotels were 
developed to accommodate the visitors that the railways brought. 
The leisure and pleasure travelers of those days were attracted by 
resorts, beaches, or spectacular mountain scenery. At first many of 
these grand resorts were seasonal. However, as automobile and air 
travel made even the remote resorts more accessible and an increasing 
number of people could afford to visit them, many resorts became 
year-round properties. 
Resorts sprang up in  picturesque sunshine belts. Some resorts 
focused on major sporting activities such as skiing, golf, or fishing; 
others offered family vacations. Further improvements in both air and 
automobile travel brought exotic vacations within the reach of the 
population. Europe, the Caribbean, and Mexico became more accessible.  
The traditional family month-long resort vacation gave way to 
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shorter, more frequent getaways of four to seven days. The regular 
resort visitors became older. In general, the younger guests preferred 
the mobility of the automobile and the more informal atmosphere 
provided by the newer and more informal resorts. 
In order to survive the resort hotels became more flexible in 
marketing to different types of guests. For example, some resorts 
allowed no children   in high season because they would interfere with 
the quiet atmosphere for  guests who did not want the noise of 
children. Other resort hotels encouraged families. They organized a 
program consisting of a variety of activities for children, giving the 
parents an opportunity to enjoy some free time on their own or join 
their children in some fun activities. Many resorts hotels began to 
attract conventions, conferences and meetings. This enabled them to 
maintain or increase occupancy, particularly during the low seasons. 
 
Vocabulary notes: 
city dwellers     городские жители 
location      местоположение, место 
vacation      каникулы, отпуск 
luxury hotel     пятизвездочный отель  
to accommodate    принимать, размещать       
resort      курорт 
spectacular впечатляющий, 
захватывающий 
remote      отдаленный 
accessible      доступный, достижимый 
picturesque     живописный 
sunshine belt     регион, где постоянно тепло  
и солнечно             
to give way to     поддаваться, уступать 
getaway       короткий отпуск 
to interfere with    мешать  
to encourage     поощрять, поддерживать  
high (low) season    период полной (неполной)  
       заполненности отеля  
convention  конференция, деловой  
симпозиум 
to attract      привлекать 
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to enable      давать возможность 
to maintain     сохранять 
occupancy     заполненность отеля 
  
      
Exercises 
 
Ex. 1. Read and translate the following groups of words derived 
from a common root: 
1) attract – attractive – attraction; 
2) improve – improver – improvement – improvable; 
3) mobile – mobility – mobilize – mobilization;  
4) tradition – traditional – traditionally – traditionalism; 
5) access – accessible – accessibility. 
 
Ex. 2. Match the synonyms: 
1) attractive;     a) let; 
2) accessible;    b) spare; 
3) consist;     c) appealing; 
4) allow     d) arrea; 
5) visitor;     e) available; 
6) free;      f) calm; 
7) vacation;     g) like; 
8) enjoy;     h) include; 
9) quiet;     i) holiday; 
10) location;    j) guest.      
 
Ex. 3. Match the antonyms: 
1) seasonal;     a) irregular; 
2) remote;     b) decrease; 
3) regular;     c) rare; 
4) high;     d) year-round; 
5) increase;     e) silence; 
6) picturesque;    f) low; 
7) frequent;     g) near; 
8) noise;     h) long; 
9) getaway;     i) vacation; 
10) short;     j) plain.  
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Ex. 4. Complete the following sentences according to the text:  
1) Resorts vacations developed with … . 
2) Travelers were attracted by … . 
3) Grand resorts sprang up in … . 
4) Luxury resort hotels were developed to … . 
5) At first most resorts were … . 
6) Some resorts focused on … . 
7) Few resorts encouraged … . 
8) The traditional month-long vacations gave way to … . 
9) Resorts organized special programs in order to … . 
10) To maintain and increase occupancy many resorts … . 
 
Ex. 5. Find English equivalents to the words in brackets: 
1) The advent of railways gave rise to  (курортный отдых). 
2) City dwellers spent their vacations in (отдаленный) exotic 
locations. 
3) Luxury resort hotels were constructed (чтобы разместить) 
tourists. 
4) Air travel made remote resorts (более доступными). 
5) Many of the first resorts were (сезонный). 
6) Resorts offered (семейный отдых) and various (виды 
деятельности). 
7) Younger visitors preferred (короткий отпуск) to month-long 
vacations. 
8) Many resorts became (более уступчивы) to survive. 
9) Resorts organized special activities to (привлечь) visitors . 
10) Resorts attracted visitors to  increase (заполненность отеля).  
 
Ex. 6. Answer the questions on the text: 
1) How did the advent of rail travel contribute to resort vacation? 
2) Where did city dwellers want to spend their vacations? 
3) What made remote resorts more accessible? 
4) What major sporting activities did some resorts focus on?  
5) What resorts did younger generation prefer? 
6) What did family month-long resort vacations give way to? 
7) Why did resort hotels become more flexible in marketing to 
different types of guests? 
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8) Why did not some resorts allow children in high season? 
9) Why did some resort hotels encourage families? 
10) Why did resorts hotels attract conventions and meetings? 
 
Ex. 7. State whether the following statements are True or False: 
1) The advent of rail and air travel contributed to the development 
of resort vacation. 
2) Pleasure travelers preferred to spend their vacations  at home. 
3) The first tourists were attracted by remote exotic locations.   
4) Air travel  made remote resorts less accessible. 
5) Leisure travelers were rather well-to-do people. 
6) At first many of grand resort hotels were year-round. 
7) Younger travelers were fond of month-long resorts vacations. 
8) Shorter and more frequent getaways gave way to the traditional 
family month-long resort vacation. 
9) Resort hotels  became more flexible to attract visitors. 
10) To increase occupancy many resort hotels attracted conventions 
and meetings. 
 
Ex. 8. Divide the text into logical parts and give the summary  
of the text. 
Unit 10 
Resort Vacation (Part 2) 
 
Tourists go to resorts for leisure and recreation. They want a mild 
climate in which they can relax or engage in various recreational 
activities. But they also expect to be pampered. Consequently, this 
requires an attentive and well-trained staff and resort managers spend 
a lot of time and efforts on attracting, training, and retaining a 
competent staff. 
Many guests travel considerable distances to resorts and tend to 
stay there as long as they can afford. This presents resort managers 
with a challenge to provide varied menus that are served in an 
attractive manner. To achieve this resorts often use a cyclical menu 
that repeats itself every fourteen or twenty-one day. They also provide 
a wide variety of dishes to stimulate interest and appetite.  Menus are 
now more health-conscious, lighter and low in saturated fats, 
cholesterol, salt, and calories. 
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With increased global competition resorts managers are challenged 
to do their best to attract visitors and to turn them into repeat business, 
which traditionally has been the foundation of the resort viability. 
In order to increase occupancy resorts diversify their marketing mix 
to include conventions, business meetings, sales meetings, incentive 
groups, sporting events, additional sporting and recreational facilities, 
adventure tourism, ecotourism and other forms of pastimes. 
The picturesque locations of resorts, an attentive and well-trained 
staff and a diverse marketing mix create an overall party-like 
atmosphere prevailing at many of the established resorts. 
  
Vocabulary notes: 
leisure      досуг, приятное  
                              времяпровождениe   
recreation     отдых, восстановление  
to engage in                  заниматься,  
       принимать участие в  
to pamper     чрезмерно заботиться, холить 
to retain      сохранять, удерживать 
competent     квалифицированный 
effort      усилие 
to afford        позволять 
challenge      проблема 
to be challenged    столкнуться с проблемой 
to serve      подавать (к столу)  
health-conscious     полезный для здоровья 
saturated fats     насыщенные жиры  
competition     конкуренция 
foundation     основание 
repeat business     деятельность, повторяющаяся       
                               многократно по заданному 
                                      циклическому кругу 
viability      жизнеспособность                                                     
to diversify     разнообразить, изменять 
marketing mix     перечень предлагаемых услуг 
incentive groups    инициативная группа 
pastime      времяпровождение 
to prevail      преобладать,     быть  
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                       распространенным 
                   
 
Exercises  
 
Ex. 1. Read and translate the following groups of words derived 
from a common root: 
1) found – founder – foundation; 
2) occupy – occupancy – occupant – occupation; 
3) diversify – diversified – diverse – diversity; 
4) present – presentable – presentation; 
5) vary – varied – variety – variable – variability. 
 
Ex. 2. Match the synonyms: 
1) staff;     a) qualified; 
2) expect;     b) appealing; 
3) attractive;     c) occupation; 
4) basis;     d) get; 
5) activity;     e) personnel; 
6) well-trained;    f) problem; 
7) varied;     g) wait; 
8) achieve;     h) absolute; 
9) overall;     i) foundation;  
10) challenge;    j) various. 
 
Ex. 3. Match the antonyms: 
1) business;     a) narrow; 
2) remote;      b) leisure; 
3) increase;      c) severe; 
4) long;      d) unqualified; 
5) include;      e) decrease; 
6) mild;     f) plain; 
7) wide;      g) exclude; 
8) competent;    h) local; 
9) global;      i) near-by; 
10) picturesque;    j) short. 
          
Ex. 4. Complete the following sentences according to the text:  
1) Tourist go to resorts to … . 
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2) Resorts are generally located at … . 
3) Many travelers stay at resorts as … . 
4) Resorts managers spend a lot of time and efforts to … . 
5) Resorts try to provide their visitors with … . 
6) A cyclical menu means … . 
7) To attract travelers and turn them into repeat business resorts … . 
8) … the foundation of resort viability. 
9) Resorts diversify their marketing mix in order to … . 
10) The party-like resort atmosphere is created by … . 
 
Ex. 5. Find English equivalents to the words in brackets: 
1) Tourist go to resorts for (отдых) and (досуг). 
2) Many resort visitors (принимать участие) in various recreational 
activities. 
3) To attract more visitors resorts (предоставляют) a great variety 
of services. 
4) Resort managers and a (квалифицированный) staff are at the 
disposal of tourists. 
5) Resorts try to do their best (чтобы привлечь) and (удержать) 
visitors. 
6) Menus are generally (полезный для здоровья) and low in 
(жиры). 
7) Resorts include various activities into their (перечень 
предлагаемых услуг). 
8) Resorts are generally located in (отдаленный) и (живописный) 
areas. 
9) Resorts diversify their marketing mix to increase 
(посещаемость отеля). 
10) An overall party-like atmosphere (преобладать) at many resorts. 
 
Ex. 6. Answer the questions on the text: 
1) What are the main reasons for going to resorts?  
2) What do travelers generally search for at resorts? 
3) What challenges do resort managers face with? 
4) How often should a typical cyclical menu repeat itself? 
5) What does a health-conscious menu mean? 
6) What has traditionally been the foundation of the resort 
viability? 
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7) What does a resort marketing mix include? 
8) What can resorts do to increase occupancy? 
9) Why do resorts try to turn their visitors into repeat business? 
10) What elements contribute to the creation of the unique resort 
atmosphere? 
 
Ex. 7. State whether the following statements are True or False: 
1) Tourists go to resorts only for business purposes. 
2) Adventure tourists like and expect to be pampered. 
3) Resort managers are responsible for the work of their staff. 
4) Resort managers are not interested in a well-trained and attentive 
staff. 
5) Resorts have to invent various means of attracting visitors in 
order to increase hotel occupancy. 
6) Resorts never diversify their marketing mix. 
7) A health-conscious menu is usually high in saturated fats, 
cholesterol, salt, and calories. 
8) Resort managers are faced with increased global competition. 
9) The atmosphere of resort vacation is unique. 
10) The quality of rest depends on tourists themselves. 
 
Ex. 8. Divide the text into logical parts and give the summary  
of the text. 
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